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Alzheimers Disease IWG
Pre-dementia Stage
Preclinical
States of AD
Refers to long
asymptomatic stage
between earliest
pathogenic events /
lesions and first
appearence of
cognitive changes

Asymptomatic
at risk state
PIB
CSF

Prodromal AD
Episodic memory
loss
Loss of IADL
CSF or imaging
biomarkers positive

MCI
Deviates from
prodromal AD as
there is no memory
symptom or as there
is lack of positive
biomarkers

Dementia Stage

AD Dementia
IADL involved and
episodic memory
Plus one other
cognitive domain

Typical AD
Early significant loss
of episodic memory
followed by other
cognitive impairment
Biomarkers supportive

Presymptomatic
AD

Atypical AD

Mutations with full
penetrance

PPA
Logopenic Aphasia
Frontal AD variant
PCA supported by
Amyloid detection

Mixed AD
Typical AD plus
clinical and brain
imaging / biological
evidence of comorbid disorders
such as CVD or LBD

Key elements of the IWG new Lexicon
Dubois B, Feldman H, Jacova C et al. Revising the definition
of Alzheimer’s disease: a new lexicon. Lancet Neurol 2010; 9:
1118–27
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The term AD refers only to the clinically expressed disorder that features
cognitive, behavioural and neuropsychiatric changes that interfere with daily life.
The spectrum of clinically manifest AD is subdivided into predementia and
dementia phases
Additional terms are proposed for variations in the clinical phenotype (typical
versus atypical AD) or when comorbid disorders with the potential to cause or
exacerbate cognitive and neuropsychiatric symptoms are present in an individual
who also fulfils diagnostic criteria for AD (mixed AD).
Predementia AD is represented by prodromal AD, with episodic memory
impairment that is insufficient to disrupt the performance of accustomed
instrumental activities of daily living
Preclinical AD refers to the stage of AD that is not clinically expressed; that is,
although the molecular pathology of AD is present in the brain, symptoms are
absent. The use of preclinical signifies that this stage can only be detected by AD
biomarkers, and not by currently available clinical methods. (Asymptomatic at
risk and pre-symptomatic AD)
Future consideration that AD alone might replace prodromal AD and AD
dementia so as to unify the symptomatic phase of AD under one diagnostic label
is proposed

Sperling RA, Aisen PS, Beckett LA et al. Toward defining the
preclinical stages of Alzheimer’s disease: recommendations
from the national institute on aging-Alzheimer’s association
workgroups on diagnostic guidelines for Alzheimer’s
disease.
Alzheimers Dement 2011; 7: 280–92

McKhann GM, Knopman DS, Chertkow H et al. The
diagnosis
of dementia due to Alzheimer’s disease: recommendations
from the national institute on aging and the Alzheimer’s
association workgroup. Alzheimers Dement 2011; 7:263–9.

Key concepts
•

AD is conceptualized as a continuum in which the initially asymptomatic AD
pathophysiological cascade eventually results in symptoms

Preclinical AD (Sperling et al., 2011)
Establish that AD has a long asymptomatic stage
Can only be identified with in vivo AD biomarkers
AD Dementia (McKhann et al., 2011)
Key criteria remain unchanged from the 1984 McKhann et al. criteria for
‘probable AD’ except now allow nonamnestic presentations of AD
dementia
• Identify intra-individual decline in cognition and function as the salient
clinical features
• AD biomarkers may increase the certainty that the basis of the clinical
dementia syndrome is the AD pathophysiological process
• Do not advocate the use of AD biomarker tests for routine diagnostic
purposes at the present time
•
•
•
•
•

Terminology in NIA-AA and IWG
Lexicon
• AD dementia refers to dementia caused by the
pathophysiology of AD and encompasses the mildest to the
most severe dementia stages. (AD dementia by IWG)
• Atypical presentations are addressed with the term
possible AD dementia. Etiologically mixed presentations
refer to the presence of comorbid disorders that could
affect cognition when criteria for AD dementia also are met
(atypical dementia and mixed AD by IWG)
• MCI due to AD is defined as the symptomatic predementia
phase of AD (prodromal AD by IWG)
• Preclinical AD refers to the pathophysiological stage when
in vivo molecular biomarkers of AD are present, but
symptoms are absent (asymptomatic at risk state by IWG)

NIA-AA versus DSM-5
Criteria

NIA-AA

DSM-5

Terminology

AD Dementia

Major Neurocognitive Disorder
due to AD

Cognitive Decline from previous
level of performance

At least 2 cognitive domains
Patient and informant plus
quantified mental status
examination

At least 2 domains
Patient alone sufficient plus
quantified mental status
examination

Interference with IADL

applies

applies

Delirum or another mental
disorder (psychiatric disorder)

excluded

Excluded (or not exclusively in the
context of delirium

Insiduous onset and gradual
progression

At least two domains amnestic
and non-amnestic possible

Memory and learning required

No evidence of mixed pathology

applies

MCI due to AD

Mild Neurocognitive Disorder due
to AD

Level of independence

Preserved - mild problems allowed Preserved, greater effort,
compensatory strategies or
accomodation may be needed

Cognitive dysfunction

At least 1 domain, not necessarily
memory

At least 1 domain, memory and
learning required

Current Terminology
Cognitive Symptoms
IADL unaffected affected

No symptoms

Prodromal AD
AD dementia –typical
atypical
MCI
MCI due to AD

Asymptomatic at risk
Presymptomatic AD

AD dementia –increased certainty
-decreased certainty

Preclinical AD
Stage1
SNAP

Stage 2

Stage3

Symptomatic

Mild
Neurocognitive
Disorder due to
Alzheimer
Disease

Alzheimer

Disease

Major Neurocognitive Disorder due
to Alzheimer Disease

Plus Biomarkers
Preclinical
AD
(BM)
Clinical history supplemented by an informant
Neurological and physical examination
ADL assessment by informant based questionnaires
Cognitive assessment by general cognitive measure and detailed testing of
the main cognitive
domains
Assessment of BPSD
Assessment of co-morbidity
Folic acid, vitamin B12, TSH, calcium, glucose, complete blood cell
count, renal and liver function, syphilis,
Borrelia and HIV in atpicaö cases or respective clinical features
Multislice CT or coronal MRI
FDG PET and perfusion
SPECT are adjuncts
EEG in atypical cases and when CJD or transient epileptic amnesia is
suspected
CSF analysis is recommended in differential
diagnosis for atypical clinical presentations of AD
Screening for known pathogenic mutations in patients with appropriate
phenotype or a family history of an autosomal dominant dementia possible

Prodromal MCI due
AD
to AD
(BM)
(BM)

Mild Ncog.
Dis. due to AD

Plus Biomarkers
IWG AD
(BM supp)
Clinical history supplemented by an informant
Neurological and physical examination
ADL assessment by informant based questionnaires
Cognitive assessment by general cognitive measure and detailed testing of
the main cognitive
domains
Assessment of BPSD
Assessment of co-morbidity
Folic acid, vitamin B12, TSH, calcium, glucose, complete blood cell
count, renal and liver function, syphilis,
Borrelia and HIV in atpicaö cases or respective clinical features
Multislice CT or coronal MRI
FDG PET and perfusion
SPECT are adjuncts
EEG in atypical cases and when CJD or transient epileptic amnesia is
suspected
CSF analysis is recommended in differential
diagnosis for atypical clinical presentations of AD
Screening for known pathogenic mutations in patients with appropriate
phenotype or a family history of an autosomal dominant dementia possible

NIA-AA
AD
core

NIA-AA
Certainty
BM

Major Ncog.
Dis. due to AD

Conclusions I
• Despite the development of new AD criteria the diagnostic
work up of the dementia stage of AD remained widely
unchanged, but additional terms are proposed for variations
in the clinical phenotype. Biomarker assessment is
recommended for research purposes or as supportive
evidence for underlying AD pathophysiology in clinical routine
• Various new definitions for prodromal states of AD have now
been proposed. They differ in terms of the specification of
cognitive domains affected, in the definitions of involvement
of IADL and dependency and in the requirements for
biomarker assessment. A unifying terminology which uses the
term symptomatic AD for all stages of AD with clinical
evidence for the disease has also been proposed

Conclusions II
• Definitions of asymptomatic stages of AD rely on biomarker
positivity or carrier status of known mutations.
• The validation status of these concepts is low
• This statement is based on the lack of ability to use
biomarker data to provide individuals with an accurate
prediction of the likelihood of progression to dementia.
These limitations reflect, in part, the need to better define
the factors that could increase the risk of rapid decline
• More long-term longitudinal data are required and it is
likely that they will continue to alter the definitions of
biomarker positivity.

